
“archive is tuff bro his shots are gas” 
- basketball team in Aidan’s english 
class

“bro wait you’re archive?? those 
photos are sick” - classmate in ap 
environental science

“dude Mudit’s like actually a good 
photographer” - Aidan’s brother I 
think

“hey! I saw those shots on 
Instagram, turned out nice”  
- the other photographer Eric i think

“bro i heard you’re pretty good at 
photography” - possibly 
Will Sydorak?

“can i have your autograph, i loved 
the work you did in Ms. Bible’s 
digital 3rd period digital photo
in 2022” - anonymous user

“u are awesome bro” - Kellen Torrey 
circa Thursday January 19th, 2022, 
at 11:07 PM

Candid portraits for any occasion!
We love to capture the essence 
of your amazing events. Including 
weddings, parties, and any and all 
special occasions! Our talented 
team makes post-processing chang-
es and touches to ensure the screen 
conveys how stunning you are <3

We also specialize in social media 
management! With a background 
in SEO optimization (from google 
university), engagement tactics and 
audience retention 
(youtube university, by google), and 
a grasp of digital marketing 
(unknown source), our experts can 
fully asssist you!
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CREATIVE STUDIO
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archive1.4photo@gmail.com
archive14.com

Mudit Mahajan, or archive, has been 
in the graphic design industry for 2+ 
years. He taught himself photoshop 
at a young age, developing his skills 
from the ground up and 
supplemented his love for design 
with a love for photography and 
content creation. Whether it’s a 
simple portrait shoot needed, a 
wedding, or your child’s big game - 

we’ve got you covered! 

We love sports! Our background is 
in basketball, but we don’t 
discriminate. Our photographers are 
well experienced in the proper
 settings for sports and dealing with 
the harsh lighting conditions often 
found in indoor arenas, or combat-
ting the bright light from our lovely 
sun.

We practically live in Photoshop 
and Lightroom. Almost all photos 
and graphics delivered to clients 
are edited in lightroom, the industry 
professional choice.

FUJIFILM XS10 // TAMRON 17-70 F2.8 //
SHUTTER 1/640 // ISO 5000 // CAL HIGH
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